
Multiple choice questions 

 

1. What is the predominant colour of the current £50 bank note?  A Green B 

Blue C Brown D Red  

 

2. Which city was once known as Byzantium?  A. Istanbul B Cairo C Baghdad 

D Tehran 

 

3. Which British pop band was the first to have a USA number 1?  A. Beatles B. 

Rolling Stones C. Tornados D. Shadows 

 

4. In which sport can contestants ONLY play right handed?  A. Polo B. Table 

Tennis C. Crown Green Bowling D. Pétanque 

 

5. Who first said "I never forget a face but in your case I will make an 

exception"? 

A. Oscar Wilde 

B. Groucho Marx 

C. Bob Hope 

D.Kenneth Williams 

 

Single word questions 

 

Which 1 word can mean each of the following: 

 

6. A gate or gateway  ;     A fortified wine  ;    A town or city with a harbour 

7. Credit  ;      A checking mark  ;     A type of mite 

8. A species of tree  ;     A smoothing tool  ;    To skim across water 

9. A violinist  ;     A type of small crab  ;     A person who cheats or swindles 

10. Soldiers selected for a specific duty ;     A small section of a painting  ; 

     To list fully 

 

Homonyms 

 

Each question has two clues to two words that sound the same but are spelled 

differently. 

 

11. To cure / part of the foot 

12. Perfume / American coin 

13. To give up for money / prison room 

14. Moisture deposited from the air on cooling / scheduled to arrive 15. A 

musical instrument / An emblem 

 



Anagrams 

 

Each question has two clues to 2 words that are anagrams of each other. 

 

16. An officer commanding a large force / to make bigger  

17. Eastern / person connected by blood or marriage  

18. Absence of sound / grant formal permission  

19. Blue - black plum like fruit / people who continually move from place to 

place  

20. Reply or react to / gives deep consideration to 

 

Bonus question 

 

21.  What highly unusual feature is common to each of these 3 songs? 

       Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen 

       Unchained Melody by Righteous Brothers 

       Space Oddity by David Bowie 

 


